
on "wider is better," as rocker has had a big impact on
the skis' ability to float, reducing the need to always go
rvider for good performance in ofLpiste, variable snow.
That said, width is often a matter of the skier's location
and preferences for snor,v type and terrain. In the West,
many ski r,vith a waist u,idth of 86 to loo millimeters as

an everyday ski, while on the East Coast the daily go-to
ski is usr-rally in the neighborhood of T+ to 86 millimeters.
In porvder-specific gear, I'm finding skis from 95 to I2o
millimeters underfoot are the norm, r,vith specialty skis
going all tlie r,vay up to t:1,5 millimeters underfoot.

If you want more float you can either go wider or select
a ski u,ith more rocker. The r,vider the ski the slower the
initiation, and the additional weight at tip and tail requires
more energy to steer it over the course ol the day. Powder-
specific and specialty skis are still getting wider but become
less versatile and more terrain-specific.

For those favoring more groomed and hard-snou.
performance, early rise/low rocker provides more
lorgiving initiation and consistency in transitions
betr.r,een turns while coming close to the performance
of a traditional camber ski. Remember, too, that ski
design and performance is directly related to how well
the skis are maintained and tuned. Traditional skis are
usually tuned with 1-2 degrees of base bevel, plus the
tips and tails are detuned to minimize the risk of the

tips hooking at initiation and the tails catching at the
completion of the turn. Rocker skis have this built into
the design.

And now for one last bit of advice before you or your
student makes that new ski purchase. The best option is to
demo some of the models to get a first-hand feel of the ski's
performance or talk to someone who has the models you are
looking at and read the reviews to see if the traits you are
looking for are there. The good news is that ski quality is
really good, so it's hard to miss.

If you take the time to get informed, you (and the
students you advise) will be in for a great ride-whatever
rocker option gets the nod. p"
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